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In seven short years, LOT Network has rapidly transitioned 
from an experiment of the high-tech industry, to the largest 
global community of companies solving the Patent Assertion 
Entity (PAE) issue.  

LOT Network now counts as members:

• All 8 of the world’s largest cloud providers

• All 7 of the world’s largest automakers

• 6 of the world’s 10 largest software companies

• 9 of 10 largest banks in the US, including #1,

• 7 of 10 largest retailers in the US, including #1,

• 2 of 3 largest wireless carriers in the US, and the second, 
third, fourth, and fifth largest patent holders in the world.

There truly is safety in numbers. With over 1,800 members and 
counting, and an annual growth rate of 107%, this  
list is growing rapidly. 

Our members have made the same commitment to protect 
innovation that applies to all of their patents. The LOT 
Agreement preserves the traditional uses of patents, yet grants 
a license to the other members if, and only if, a member’s  
patent asset ever falls into the hands of a PAE. 

LOT Network Members are now immunized against more than 
3.3 million patent assets, which includes over 15% of all active, 
US issued patents. More importantly, so far we have identified six 
different transactions involving a PAE, resulting in at least 2,200 
assets being transferred to a PAE that were formerly owned by 
a LOT member.  As long as a LOT member joined prior to those 
assets leaving, they are now enjoying the benefit of a free license.  

No longer is LOT a case of “if or when”, but rather a proven 
community of “now and already licensed.”  While the growth of 
LOT Network is unprecedented, so too is the economic impact of 
the global pandemic. The ever changing economic environment 
has prompted many companies to offer patents up for sale. The 
increase in the number of patents available for purchase by PAEs 
will, in turn, inevitably lead to more litigation. RPX already has 
reported an 11% increase YoY in PAE litigation through Q3, 2021.1

This report is published with the support of Cipher, who is 
responsible for tracking the patent portfolios of the 1,800+ LOT 
Network members and Richardson Oliver Insights, who produce 
regular reports on the secondary patent market. It presents 
evidence that is compelling and irrefutable. The convergence 
of technology has drastically increased the total addressable 
market (TAM) for PAEs. With the larger number of assets that 
are on the market for sale, PAEs are confident they can acquire 
assets and still achieve a reasonable ROI on their investment 
through litigation and licensing even if they acquire assets from 
LOT Network members.

1  RPX Q3 in Review October 2021 Report

IN FACT, 16 COMPANIES WITH 
OVER $1 BILLION IN ANNUAL 
REVENUE JOINED LOT NETWORK 
IN THE FIRST TWO WEEKS OF 
NOVEMBER 2021 ALONE.

Ken Seddon  
CEO, LOT Network 
November 2021

WELCOME
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Understanding PAEs 
Patent Assertion Entities (PAEs) are companies whose business 
model is to acquire patents and assert them against companies 
that sell products. By one estimate, PAEs are responsible for 87% 
of US high-tech patent litigation.2 Operating companies spend 
billions each year litigating and settling with such companies. 
This is particularly frustrating to operating companies because 
they can’t use their patents in response, and this expenditure 
is not being put towards research and development, improved 
manufacturing, new products, or returned to investors. 

In the past 12 months, PAEs asserted 1,375 patents in over  
2,000 litigations worldwide. 

This includes PAE litigation in China and Europe. Chart 1 
highlights the top 10 technology areas of the patents that were 
the subject of these litigations in the US. Not surprisingly, PAEs 
are leveraging the convergence of technology and using patents 
in their campaigns that are likely to have broad applicability 
across multiple industries. This strategy maximizes the total 
available market (TAM) that a patent may be asserted against. 
As technologies such as AI, wireless communications, software, 
security, cloud computing, etc. migrate across industry borders, 
and claim language remains agnostic, more and more  
companies potentially become defendants.

2  https://www.unifiedpatents.com/insights/2019/12/30/q4-2019-patent-dispute-report

PATENT ASSERTION ENTITY RISK

Source: Cipher

PAE litigated patents by CPC code | Top 10, 2020
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Chart 1: Software, data/image processing, wireless 
communications most commonly used patents by PAEs.  

Source: Cipher

"As one of the earliest members 
of LOT, and the first in financial 
services, JPMorgan Chase is 
proud to have contributed 
to LOT’s growth over the 
past 7 years. We continue to 
be committed to increasing 
innovation and protecting patent 
rights. LOT provides its members 
around the world opportunities 
to come together to create 
business impact in important 
areas beyond patent risk, such 
as diversity, equity and inclusion 
and ESG, which we’ll continue 
to help drive forward."

Daryl Wooldridge, Managing Director 
and Head of Intellectual Property, 
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
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As reported in the recent Richardson Oliver Law Group study 
for the past six years, corporate sellers supply the vast majority 
of the patents to PAEs. From 2014 to 2020, on the open patent 
market, operating companies have sold 6,999 patents to PAEs, 
representing 65% of the total patents sold to PAEs. In 2020, 
operating companies sold 80% of the patents purchased by 
PAEs. Chart 2 shows what percentage of the patents bought by 
PAEs came from which source. Operating companies generally 
supply the lion’s share of patents on the secondary market, but in 
particular, they are the largest supplier to PAEs. 

Each year, corporations supply between 500 and 1,500 patents 
to PAEs through this channel. This may seem like a drop in the 
bucket. But the story does not end there. Once PAEs buy patents 
from an operating company, they tend to buy more patents; 
Richardson Oliver’s analysis shows that PAEs continue to return 
to the same seller again and again once they have made the first 
purchase. Often these subsequent patent purchases are made 

privately meaning that even if you had wanted to bid on those 
patents, the opportunity did not exist. 

Chart 3 shows how PAE purchases have increased over time. In 
2020, PAE purchases jumped to over 50% of the purchases in 
the open market, but declined in 2021 as operating companies 
loosened their budgets and began buying again. Richardson 
Oliver Law Group tracks patent sales and particularly focuses on 
patents on the open public patent market – these are typically 
patents sold by patent brokers and repeat direct sellers. Every 
year, about 10-20K patent assets enter the market this way. 
Whether used for patent licensing, defensive strategy through 
counter-assertion, or some other purpose, these patents 
have a much higher chance of being “used.” PAEs continue to 
acquire assets from operating companies and expect to make a 
reasonable return on their investment by asserting them against 
operating companies.

Chart 2: Who supplies PAEs with patents Chart 3: Percentage of patents bought by PAEs

Other Defensive Aggregator OpCo NPE
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3  LOT Agreement version 2.0, 05.10.18

Understanding LOT Network
Since operating companies are primarily the ones who are 
causing the PAE problem by selling their assets to PAEs, LOT 
Network was formed as a community of companies who are 
taking responsibility for this problem through a private ordering 
solution. LOT Network members agree to grant each other a non-
exclusive, conditional license if any of their patent assets are ever 
transferred to a PAE.3 At the same time, LOT members respect 
the traditional uses of patents, and are free to continue to use 
their patent assets in any way they see fit. In effect, LOT Network 
members have addressed the root cause of the PAE issue and 
immunized themselves from the risk of PAEs, while preserving all 
the normal uses of their patents. 

To date, LOT Network has identified over 2,200 US patents now 
owned by PAEs that were formerly owned by LOT members. There 
were at least six direct transfers from a LOT member to a PAE that 
were either a direct sale, or the result of a settlement negotiation 
(i.e. a LOT Network member wanted to reduce the amount of cash 
they had to pay to a PAE, so they transferred some patents as part 
of the settlement).  

In other instances, the patents passed through the hands of 
more than one entity before ending up in the hands of a PAE. 
Regardless of how the PAE obtained the assets, those in the 
community receive a free license, but those not in LOT may be 
at risk of being sued.

Chart 4: LOT Network - Membership growth over time

At Yokogawa, as part of our 
business transformation, we 
are advancing more into the 
Industrial Internet of Things 
space; consequently the use 
of information technology 
is increasing significantly. 
With our membership in LOT 
Network, we will be able to 
continue to thrive with our 
co-innovation DNA while 
protecting the appropriate 
uses of patents.

Tsuyoshi Abe, Senior Vice President 
and Head of Marketing Headquarters, 
Yokogawa
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LOT Network has grown its membership to over 1,800 members 
(November 2021) that are headquartered in 54 different countries. 
Those members collectively own 3.3 million active patent assets 
worldwide, which are filed in 86 different countries. LOT Network 
counts the second, third, fourth and fifth largest patent owners 
in the world who use their patents to protect their innovations 
and to protect their business as members of the world’s largest 
community of high-tech companies solving the PAE issue. 

LOT Network is simply self-defining a community of companies 
who are voluntarily deciding, in advance, that they do not want to 
be the ones who are unlicensed when the assets are transferred 
to a PAE. Members gain value by sharing their rights in return for 
other rights which they value. They are not disposing of value or 

devaluing, but rather gaining value. Ultimately that is why LOT 
has grown as quickly as it has. 

How LOT Network Works 
Each member of LOT Network, regardless of their revenue or size 
of their patent  portfolio, signs the exact same document. Under 
the LOT Agreement, members are  committing to give the other 
members of the community a free license to any patent  assets 
if and when those patents assets are transferred to a PAE as the 
following diagram illustrates.

The more companies and the more assets that are within the 
network, the greater the protection afforded to members.

LOT NETWORK TODAY

Chart 5: How LOT Works

Innovation is core to the 
culture at ByteDance, and 
we believe it’s important to 
protect our diverse technical 
and creative community...If we 
work together, we can protect 
the industry from exploitation 
and continue advancing 
innovation, which is key to 
the growth and success of the 
entire community.

Lynn Wu, Director and Chief IP 
Counsel, Global IP and Digital 
Licensing Strategy at ByteDance

1 2

1 2 PAE

$

1 2

Non-MemberLOT Member

Today: Companies 1 and 2 join 
the LOT Network.

Going Forward: Company 
2 sells a patent to a Patent 
Assertion Entity.

All The While: LOT Members are 
free to use their patents in all the 
traditional ways

(e.g. assert against members 
or non-members)

Over 3,297,951 WW assets
Over 596,272 US assets

License to LOT membership 
automatically becomes effective.
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THE LOT NETWORK PORTFOLIO

USA

29%

China

26%

Japan

20%

Europe

16%

Korea

5%

Rest of World

4%

Source: Cipher (September 2021)

LOT Network Portfolio | Geographical coverage
Chart 6: LOT Network Portfolio by geography

With its rapid growth in membership, LOT Network has 
aggregated rights to the largest patent portfolio in the world. 
There are now over 3,297,951 active worldwide assets subject 
to the LOT Agreement. This includes all active patents and 
applications owned by a member during their membership. 
Patents that have expired or applications that have been 
abandoned or rejected are not included in this number. In 
the following sections, the aggregate of these patents and 
applications are referred to as the LOT Network Portfolio.

The diversity of LOT Network members means that the LOT 
Network Portfolio offers protection for all companies, whatever 

size they are, the sector in which they operate, or their geographic 
location. In the sections that follow, Cipher has analysed the LOT 
Network Portfolio by both sector and technology. We start with an 
overview.

The LOT Network Portfolio has the greatest coverage in the US, 
closely followed by China (26%) and Japan (20%). 

An alternative view is to analyse the LOT Network Portfolio 
by territory (rather than region), and to analyse patents and 
applications independently (rather than at family level). This data 
is contained in Chart 7.

Chart 7: Number of active patents and applications currently 
owned by country 

Source: Cipher, active grants and applications (October 2021)

LOT Network Portfolio | Top 6 countries
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Source: Cipher, active grants and applications (October 2021)

The LOT Network Portfolio covers a very broad range of 
technologies, and one way to appreciate this is to analyse the 
LOT Network Portfolio by the CPC classification system widely 
used by all major patent offices. Chart 8 represents the top 20 
areas within the LOT Network Portfolio. As the LOT Network 
Portfolio encompasses thousands of CPC codes, it may be 
difficult for a company to fully appreciate the value received 
when joining LOT Network. Using advances in AI and machine 
learning, Cipher is able to classify the LOT Network Portfolio in 
an objective and repeatable way.

Source: Cipher, active grants and applications (October 2021)

LOT Network Portfolio | Top 6 countries
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LOT Network Portfolio by Sector 
LOT Network members come from a broad range of sectors 
(see Chart 8), and the LOT Network Portfolio is analysed 
below by reference to a number of taxonomies developed by 
Cipher for companies engaged in the financial services and 
semiconductor industries. 

Financial Services 
LOT Network’s membership includes 9 of the 10 the largest 
banks in the United States, including the largest J.P. Morgan 
Chase, along with all four major credit card companies, 14 
members of The Clearing House, bitcoin exchange leaders 
like Coinbase, digital payments platforms like Ant Financial 
and Square, ecommerce platforms like eBay, Amazon, and 
Alibaba, and hundreds of fintech startups. In the aggregate, 
the companies represent the largest financial services patent 
portfolio in the world. Chart 9 is a breakdown of the 621,731 
patent assets owned by these members.  

Chart 8: LOT Network Portfolio - Top 9 Technologies

Source: Cipher Universal Technology Taxonomy, active families by superclass (October 2021)

Source: Cipher FinTech Taxonomy, active grants and applications by overview 
classifier (September 2021)

Chart 9: Breakdown of Financial Services IP owned by LOT 
Network members
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Source: Cipher Universal Technology Taxonomy, active families by superclass (October 2021)

LOT Network Portfolio | Overview
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Federico Collarte 
Founder and CEO of Baraja

Semiconductors

With large and diverse patent holders like 
IBM, Bayer, DOW Chemical, Boeing, Verizon, 
Bosch, Canon, the LOT Network Portfolio 
includes assets in essentially all technology 
areas. One area that has drawn attention in 
purchasing from PAEs is semiconductors. 
Chart 9 illustrates the number of 
semiconductor assets LOT Network 
members own by sub-class. Year over year, 
LOT Network has grown by over 235% just in 
the number of semiconductor assets under 
license alone.  

Source: Cipher Universal Technology Taxonomy, active grants and applications in the 
Semiconductor subclasses (October 2021)

Chart 10: Semiconductors

Processors

Memory

Transistors

Lithography
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We are working with the world’s best 
automotive companies to make the future of 
autonomy a reality. As a result, innovation 
is at the core of Baraja, and any disruptions 
to our research and development efforts is a 
significant step backwards. LOT Network is a 
cost-effective way to protect our business from 
the upheaval that ensues from PAE litigation.”
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PAEs have been part of the IP landscape for over 30 years. Given 
the hundreds of millions of dollars being invested to acquire 
assets, or being invested through litigation finance, it is clear PAEs 
are here to stay. Fortunately, there is now a proven solution to 
address this problem.

As LOT Network continues to grow, we can further strengthen the 
impact of the immunization it provides, and the value of being 
part of the community. In addition to the immunization benefit, 
LOT Network members are also fortunate in that they may be 
able to purchase a license to some of the patents acquired by AST 
to help further reduce the risk of attacks from PAEs.4 

Since operating companies are the primary cause of the PAE 
issue, LOT Network provides a solution for companies to solve 
this problem on their terms and conditions. Fortunately, many 
in the industry have stepped up to join and become part of the 
solution. Hopefully, the others will follow, because as each new 
member joins LOT Network’s community, the pool of companies 
that can be sued by a PAE using a LOT Network Portfolio patent 
shrinks. Thus, for those without a license, the risk that they may 
be sued grows. 

4  www.iam-media.com/defensive-aggregation/lot-and-ast-announce-new-deal-making-relationship

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

To retain our competitive advantage, we need 
to be able to protect our ability to innovate, and 
our patents...By joining LOT Network, we have an 
additional layer of protection against the potential 
threats of costly patent troll litigation, which is good 
news for us and for our roster of clients who rely on 
our world-class products and services."

Ismat Levin, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Synamedia
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PRESS COVERAGE
LOT Network has been mentioned thousands of times in the press; here is a sampling of our coverage.

Bloomberg Law, Banks Face Lawsuit ‘Frenzy’ After Business Patent Reviews End

MSN Money (PH), Protecting innovation from patent trolls

TechCrunch, TikTok parent ByteDance joins patent troll protection group LOT Network

Forbes, Efficient CIOs Create Custom Technology Solutions With Blockchain By Dipping Into Patent Pools

ZDNet, Top banks join Linux and open-source patent protection group

Today’s General Counsel, Big Banks Join Patent Protection Consortiums.

IAM, Microsoft gets new IP head following Yokoyama move

IAM, Open Invention Network adds major banks to membership with Barclays and TD Bank sign-ups

Health Data Management Magazine, Why patent losses are a risk to industry innovation

Today’s Medical Developments, Protecting innovation from trolls

Retail Banker International, Barclays joins LOT Network and OIN, taking stand against patent trolls

AiThority, CobbleStone Announces Membership With LOT Network for PAE Protection

Finextra, Barclays takes action against patent trolls

Thrive Global, Ken Seddon of LOT Network: “Be creative at telling your story”

Authority Magazine, Top Lawyers: Ken Seddon of LOT Network On The 5 Things You Need To Become A Top Lawyer In Your Specific Field 
of Law 

Payment Expert, Barclays deepens fight against patent trolls

FSTech, Barclays hits back at patent trolls

Patent Lawyer Magazine, LOT Network 2021 Report

Patent Lawyer Magazine, Barclays and ByteDance join LOT Network

Asia IP Magazine, OrbitX Joins LOT Network

Patent Lawyer Magazine, LOT Network welcomes Philippine space startup, Orbital Exploration Technologies (OrbitX), to its international 
community

Canadian Lawyer Magazine, Metamaterial boosts defence against patent trolls by joining LOT Network

Law Technology Today, LEARNING FROM TECH TO REDUCE LEGAL RISKS AND COSTS

Street Insider, MongoDB Joins LOT Network To Protect Open Innovation For Developers

Patent Lawyer Magazine, Chinese companies facing rising global PAE risk

Mondaq, Don’t Feed the Video Game Industry Patent Trolls

Zephyr Net, LOT NETWORK WELCOMES PHILIPPINE SPACE STARTUP, ORBITAL EXPLORATION TECHNOLOGIES (ORBITX), TO ITS 
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

Mondaq, United States: Synergizing Patents To Drive Innovation And Growth

Electronic Engineering Journal, Patent Trolls and Unintended Consequences LOT Network Provides “Immunization” Against Patent 
Ransom Demands

The Patent Invention Magazine, Barclays joins LOT Network and Open Invention Network Community

Patent Lawyer Magazine, Rocketing towards a greener future: OrbitX discuss their hopes for the Philippines and the future of renewable 
rocket fuel

IP Watchdog, ByteDance Joins LOT Network

i-law.com, TikTok parent company ByteDance joins LOT Network

https://news.bloomberglaw.com/ip-law/banks-face-lawsuit-frenzy-after-business-patent-reviews-end
https://www.msn.com/en-ph/money/business/protecting-innovation-from-patent-trolls/ar-BB1giT7P
https://techcrunch.com/2021/02/18/tiktok-parent-bytedance-joins-patent-troll-protection-group-lot-network/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/anthonytrippe/2021/03/15/efficient-cios-create-custom-technology-solutions-with-blockchain-by-dipping-into-patent-pools/?sh=43f9cf0e6cd8
https://www.zdnet.com/article/top-banks-join-linux-and-open-source-patent-protection-group/
https://www.todaysgeneralcounsel.com/big-banks-join-patent-protection-consortiums/
https://www.iam-media.com/copyright/microsoft-head-of-ip-appointment
https://www.iam-media.com/defensive-aggregation/open-invention-network-adds-major-banks-membership-barclays-and-td-bank-sign
https://www.healthdatamanagement.com/articles/why-patent-losses-are-a-risk-to-industry-innovation
https://www.todaysmedicaldevelopments.com/article/protecting-innovation-from-trolls-olympus-medical/
https://www.retailbankerinternational.com/news/barclays-takes-stand-against-patent-trolls/
https://aithority.com/saas/cobblestone-announces-membership-with-lot-network-for-pae-protection/
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/37485/barclays-takes-action-against-patent-trolls/retail
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/ken-seddon-of-lot-network-be-creative-at-telling-your-story/
https://medium.com/authority-magazine/top-lawyers-ken-seddon-of-lot-network-on-the-5-things-you-need-to-become-a-top-lawyer-in-your-a6b01c0eacb0
https://medium.com/authority-magazine/top-lawyers-ken-seddon-of-lot-network-on-the-5-things-you-need-to-become-a-top-lawyer-in-your-a6b01c0eacb0
https://paymentexpert.com/2021/02/17/barclays-deepens-fight-against-patent-trolls/
https://www.fstech.co.uk/fst/Barclays_Hits_Back_At_Patent_Trolls.php
https://patentlawyermagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/TPL_Issue-57_interactive.pdf
https://patentlawyermagazine.com/barclays-and-bytedance-join-lot-network/
https://www.asiaiplaw.com/section/news-analysis/orbitx-joins-lot-network
https://patentlawyermagazine.com/lot-network-welcomes-philippine-space-startup-orbitx-to-its-international-community/
https://patentlawyermagazine.com/lot-network-welcomes-philippine-space-startup-orbitx-to-its-international-community/
https://www.canadianlawyermag.com/practice-areas/intellectual-property/metamaterial-boosts-defence-against-patent-trolls-by-joining-lot-network/354274
https://www.lawtechnologytoday.org/2021/03/learning-from-tech-to-reduce-legal-risks-and-costs/
https://www.streetinsider.com/PRNewswire/MongoDB+Joins+LOT+Network+To+Protect+Open+Innovation+For+Developers/19075916.html
https://patentlawyermagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/TPL_Issue-56_interactive.pdf
https://www.mondaq.com/unitedstates/patent/1071192/don39t-feed-the-video-game-industry-patent-trolls
https://zephyrnet.com/lot-network-welcomes-philippine-space-startup-orbital-exploration-technologies-orbitx-to-its-international-community/
https://zephyrnet.com/lot-network-welcomes-philippine-space-startup-orbital-exploration-technologies-orbitx-to-its-international-community/
https://www.mondaq.com/unitedstates/patent/1055064/synergizing-patents-to-drive-innovation-and-growth-
https://www.eejournal.com/article/patent-trolls-and-unintended-consequences/
https://www.eejournal.com/article/patent-trolls-and-unintended-consequences/
https://www.thepatent.news/2021/02/19/barclays-joins-lot-network-open-invention-network-community/
https://patentlawyermagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/TPL_Issue-55_INTERACTIVE.pdf
https://patentlawyermagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/TPL_Issue-55_INTERACTIVE.pdf
https://www.ipwatchdog.com/2021/02/19/barks-bites-friday-february-19-tillis-advises-biden-uspto-director-pick-cnipa-issues-patent-application-quality-guidelines-digital-service-providers-pay-424-million-mechanic/id=130150/
https://www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/view.htm?id=416257
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Intellectual Property Magazine, TikTok parent company ByteDance joins LOT Network

World Intellectual Property Review, Barclays signals new anti-patent troll strategy

Intellectual Property Magazine, Barclays joins OIN and LOT Network

IPRefresh, Barclays joins OIN and LOT Network

Asia IP Magazine, How can companies combat patent assertion entities (PAE)?

ITPro Today, Patent Assertion Entities: Two Big Banks Join OIN to Combat Them

Investing News Network, Metamaterial Acquires Assets and IP of Swiss Lens Manufacturer Interglass

BusinessWorld, Protecting innovation from patent trolls

Startups Magazine, IOT NETWORK WELCOMES SPACE STARTUP TO ITS INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

Patent Lawyer Magazine, LiDAR Innovator Baraja Joins LOT Network in a Defensive Measure to Protect its Innovation and Intellectual 
Property

OLT News, Efficient CIOs Create Custom Technology Solutions With Blockchain By Diving In Patent Pools – Forbes

Startups Magazine, TAKING AN IMPORTANT STEP TO REDUCE RISK OF PATENT LAWSUITS

Startups Magazine, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY STRATEGIES FOR STARTUPS

PR Newswire, MongoDB Joins LOT Network To Protect Open Innovation For Developers

cnBeta, ByteDance joins LOT Network, a patent troll protection organization

WFMZ, ByteDance Moves to Protect Innovation from the Threat of Patent Litigation by Joining LOT Network

PR Web, ByteDance Moves to Protect Innovation from the Threat of Patent Litigation by Joining LOT Network

Flipboard, TikTok parent ByteDance joins patent troll protection group LOT Network

California News Times, TikTok parent ByteDance joins patent troll protection group LOT Network – TechCrunch

Opera News, TikTok parent ByteDance joins patent troll protection group LOT Network

London News Today, Barclays takes action against patent trolls

WFMZ, CobbleStone Software Finishes 2020 With Record-Breaking Growth

Barclays Newsroom, Barclays joins LOT Network and Open Invention Network Community

The Register, Wells Fargo patent troll case has finance world all aquiver so Barclays, TD Bank sign up to Open Invention Network

NewsBreak, Wells Fargo patent troll case has finance world all aquiver so Barclays, TD Bank sign up to Open Invention Network

WFMZ, CobbleStone Announces Membership With LOT Network for PAE Protection

The Journal Pioneer, ROGER TAYLOR: Metamaterial’s eyewear plans bolstered by acquisitions from liquidating Swiss company

PR Newswire – Canada, Metamaterial Acquires Assets and IP of Swiss Lens Manufacturer Interglass
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https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/metamaterial-acquires-assets-and-ip-of-swiss-lens-manufacturer-interglass-847448937.html
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Cipher is the leading strategic patent intelligence platform, and a member of LOT Network. Cipher maintains the master list of all 
patents owned by members and captured by the LOT umbrella. All data in this report is generated by Cipher and accurate as of 
November 2021, unless otherwise indicated. The sector and technology classification is generated from Industry and Technology 
classifiers developed for and used by many of the leading patent owners in their sectors. All charts in this report may be reproduced 
with the following attribution: Source: Cipher from LOT Network Report 2021, November 2021. For more information, go to www.
cipher.ai or email info@cipher.ai.

ROI has over 60 years of IP strategy and execution experience, both in-house and at large law firms. ROI focuses on business questions 
first. We guide companies through unique IP challenges—like buying and selling patents, developing licensing programs, defending 
against patent assertions, and creating a value-driven IP portfolio. We give direction to businesses that share our passion for new ideas, 
creative problem solving and forward motion. For more information, visit www.roipatents.com.

LOT Network is an international community of the world’s leading high-tech companies committed to protecting its members from 
costly litigation from patent assertion entities (PAEs). LOT Network currently protects more than 1,800+ members in 54 countries from 
litigation from over 3.3 million worldwide patent assets and counting. Members include market leaders such as IBM, Red Hat, Toyota, 
Visa, Canon, Google, Tesla, Cisco, Amazon, Microsoft, Alibaba and Salesforce, as well as innovative companies across industries. Visit 
www.lotnet.com to learn more or download LOT Network’s agreement.
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